Invalid pairs of element strings
This section defines the pairs of element strings that cannot appear on the same physical entity.

Pair of element strings

Comment

AI

Designation

AI

Designation

01

Identification of
a trade item

01

Identification of a
trade item

Duplicate Global Trade Item Numbers (GTINs)
with different values

01

Identification of
a trade item

02

Identification of
logistic unit
contents

AI (02) must not be used for the identification of
trade items contained in a trade item.

01

Identification of
a trade item

37

Count of units
contained

The count of units contained would duplicate the
master data of the GTIN. AI (37) may only be
used with AI (02).

242

Made-to-Order
variation number

01 or 02
with N1
not equal
to 9

Identification of a
variable measure
trade item

Made-to-Order variation number can only be
used with a GTIN-14, indicator digit 9. This
represents a Custom Industrial Supply Item

420

Ship to postal
code, single
postal authority

421

Ship to postal code
with ISO country
code

Only one ship to postal code may be applied on
an item

422

Country of origin
of a trade item

426

Country of full
processing

Duplication of country of origin of a trade item
(covered by country of full processing)

423

Country of initial
processing

426

Country of full
processing

Duplication of country of initial processing
(covered by country of full processing)

424

Country of
processing

426

Country of full
processing

Duplication of country of processing (covered by
country of full processing)

425

Country of
disassembly

426

Country of full
processing

Duplication of country of disassembly (covered
by country of full processing)

390n

Amount payable
or Coupon value
– single
monetary area

391n or
394n or
8111

Amount payable –
with ISO currency
code or Percentage
discount of a
coupon or Loyalty
Points of a coupon

Only one amount payable element string may be
applied on a payment slip or coupon and only
one discount condition element string may be
applied on a coupon

392n

Amount payable
for a variable
measure trade
item – Single
monetary area

393n

Amount payable for
a variable measure
trade item and ISO
currency code

Only one amount payable element string may be
applied on a variable measure trade item.

394n

Percentage
discount of a
coupon

390n or
8111

Coupon value or
Loyalty points of a
coupon

Only one discount condition element string may
be applied on a coupon

710,

National
Healthcare
Reimbursement
Number

Any AI
(01)
allowable
attributes

Any GTIN allowable
attributes

When NHRN(s) are applied to the physical trade
item with the mandatory association to the GTIN,
any attribute AIs must only be processed with
the GTIN and must not be processed with the
NHRNs (AIs 710, 711, 712, 713…..) alone.

8006

Component
identification

01

Identification of a
trade item

Other GTINs cannot be used with AI (8006). The
trade item is identified by a GTIN contained in
the AI (8006).

8111

Applicable
loyalty points for
coupon value

390n or
394n

Coupon value or
Percentage discount
of a coupon

Only one discount condition element string may
be applied on a coupon

8018

Global Service
Relation Number
for the recipient

8017

Global Service
Relation Number for
the provider

Only one Global Service Relation Number
(recipient or provider) can be applied at one
time for identification of an individual in a given
service relationship

711,
712,
713
(nnn)

